86 honda accord

Low-profile, fast, comfortable, a lot of car for not a lot of money â€” these are just some of the
things that Honda Accord buyers are saying 20 years later. This year ushered in the third
generation of the bigger and better Honda Accords that had become extremely popular over the
past 10 years. New in this '86 Accord generation was the wheelbase and overall length, along
with the car's weight. A redesign also took place, and made, according to some, a "sleeker"
look that carried with it better aerodynamics, which helped make a quieter ride. In addition, the
double wishbone suspension was added as well, to offer even more precise handling to
accompany the quiet ride. The engines were made in the "bigger and better" style as well,
increasing to horsepower produced by 1. It's interesting to note as an aside that the popularity
of the Honda Accords and Civics had now created the need for Honda of America
Manufacturing to begin production on a second assembly line at its Ohio plant. The Accord had
become known as a dependable and economical car that could fit a family and a family's
budget. Most adored it and very few had any complaints at all. Lovecountry i love mine and
would not trade it for any of the new cars that are so hard and expensive, to work on. My Honda
Accord is overheating building up pressure and spraying coolant into the engine bay. And it
does not smoke it just overheats. Any idea what all it could b How far does a 86 Honda LX
Accord how far does the interchangeable parts go. Just had my fuel pump and injector replaced
and I was hoping it would take care of some of the problems. I'm not sure if there could be
multiple causes for these problems? I'm planning on taking i Average user score. Based on 24
reviews. Fanominal, Outstanding,flat Out Imprest by wcrider My Baby!!! A much-talked about
new feature was the pop-up headlights that many seemed to like. Updated Sep 5, by
Anonymous. What's your take on the Honda Accord? Report Lovecountry i love mine and would
not trade it for any of the new cars that are so hard and expensive, to work on. Have you driven
a Honda Accord? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Honda Accord. Have questions? Ask a
question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Honda Accord Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Honda Accord to
Related Models. Select Year Mine was a Honda Accord LX-i, similar to this preserved specimen
but in sedan form. The hatchbacks are even harder to find, and this example wears impressively
low mileage of just over 53, These were just inherently good cars, from what some would call
the golden era of Honda as their product line became more diversified and their reputation in
the U. Honda even offered a decent grand touring coupe in the form of the Prelude, extra points
if it was yellow and featured four-wheel steering. The Accord of this generation firmly
established it as a class leading vehicle with impressive durability and decent driving dynamics,
even if not particularly sporty at first. The previous era of vehicles, sure â€” they rotted out if
you looked at them wrong. The seller notes this Accord benefits from long-term one-family
ownership, exclusively in Arizona. That helps explain its impressive condition and obvious care
lavished upon it during those years. To poor people we thought we had a luxury car. Got hit in
the rear on the way home from work, but the rust started at the welds and ate it up the rear fairly
quickly. Sold it to a guy at work for his son to drive. These are very fun, dependable cars.
Buyers always opted for the sedan over the coupe â€” one of the reasons Honda dropped the
coupe for the model year. Theses were wonderful cars. Fun to drive, great gas mileage and easy
to park. This was built nefore Honda got into the big buttitis game that everyone else did. It was
a great age for Honda. The current Fit that I own harkens back to that era. Lovely looking Honda
Accord. I remember when the Accord looked like this. I was too young to drive at the time, but I
remember these cars. My brother and sister-in-law had one. I find them more attractive than
they were at the time. A lot of sellers like to claim their Japanese econoboxes are good for kk
miles, but these really are. U are very wrong about the timing belt! These ARE interference
engines and tb can ruin the motor if not changed as per schedule!! My aunt bought a brand new
88 gray sedan. I was 8 and I thought that was the nicest and most futuristic car I had ever had a
ride in. The new car smell in that one was one of the best ever. It took a few hard hits front and
rear, was repaired and kept on going trouble free. A drunk driver finally sent it out to pasture
while it was parked. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured
on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email
to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff
Lavery. More: Honda. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments CapNemo. I could see using
this for a dependable back and forth to work car. Fred W. Dan B. Awesome car. Gay Car Nut.
Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our
free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily
email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Search Studies.
Used Cars. Honda Accord. Cars Owners Keep the Longest. Most Popular Cars in See more
studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Used Honda Accord Base for Sale. Dealer Rating:.
Location: Woodinville, WA Get email alerts for price drops and new listings matching this

search. Would you like to view the latest search results? Zip Code Required X. What is the
average price for Honda Accord? How many are for sale and priced below market? Other Honda
Accord Years. Honda Accord Trims. Others also viewed these Models Keep me posted on new
listings X. Email me new car listings and price drops matching this search:. Email Please
specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track
price drops for this car X. Email me when the price of this listing drops:. Please specify correct
email. Email me for all future saved listings. The search has been saved X. The search has been
saved. Would you like to get email alerts for new listings and price drops for the search?
Subscribe No. Used Honda Accord DX. Used Honda Accord LX. Used Honda Accord Lxi. The
Honda Accord kicked off the car's third design generation with a sleek new look, larger
dimensions and more power. The result was an Accord that managed to be both sportier and, in
new top-line LXi trim, more luxurious. The same could be said for the entire Honda line, which
was fast expanding to include nifty two-seat Civic-based coupes -- mini sports cars called CRX
-- as well as an upscale compact and large sedan sold separately under a new brand name,
Acura. All this testified to Honda's roaring success in North America. Indeed, the company
would soon be making more money in the New World than it did in Japan. Yet despite the model
proliferation, the Accord remained Honda's chief moneymaker. Even the '86s, for all their
obvious changes, maintained the key attributes that made Accords so appealing to American
consumers. The addition of notchback coupe models further enhanced Accord's popularity.
Most cars billed as "all new" really aren't, but the Honda Accord truly was. About the only
things carried over were front-wheel drive and transversely mounted four-cylinder engine.
Smooth new styling, announced by hidden lamps, complemented the usual low-slung Accord
stance and brought larger dimensions. Wheelbase went up a sizable 5. Length extended to The
new models were also a bit wider Front and rear axle widths were broadened, which combined
with a redesigned four-wheel independent suspension to improve handling and roadholding
that were already quite sporty for a family compact. The four-cylinder engine retained a single
overhead camshaft, but was a clean-sheet design displacing 2. LXi models came with Honda's
new electronic multiport "Programmed Fuel Injection" and claimed horsepower, a new high for
Accord. Other models had a two-barrel carburetor and 98 horsepower. Both engines teamed
with five-speed manual and optional four-speed automatic transmissions. Among several new
convenience features were a fold-down rear seatback for sedans with security keylock on the
rear parcel shelf and standard power antenna and door mirrors for LX and LXi models. The LXi
duo included a power glass sunroof that was unavailable on other models. The midrange LX
versions proved to be the most popular of the new Accords, offering most LXi features for not
much more money than the plain DX versions. After testing an '86 sedan, Consumer Guide
found that "[d]espite higher prices and only average performance and fuel economy, the Accord
LX remains an excellent buy that's only enhanced by its new, larger size. As always, its spirited
character and high mechanical and ride refinement set it apart from the compact herd. The
third-generation Honda Accord was predictably little changed for the sophomore model year.
Hatchback coupes gained automatic front shoulder belts in line with a new federal mandate that
at least 10 percent of a manufacturer's cars have "passive restraints. Closing the doors caused
the belts to run along the tracks via electric motors into proper position; opening the doors
automatically pivoted them out of the way. This operation led to the nickname "mousebelts.
Aside from this, new colors and a reoriented power-door-lock switch, the '87 Accords were
'model reruns. Sportier LXi models and the addition of a notchback coupe body style headlined
the Honda Accord story. The new notchbacks offered the same three trim levels as other
models and were essentially "two-door sedans" with a different rear roofline. This body style
was suggested and designed by Honda's U. It reflected the fact that, unlike Japanese and
European consumers, most Americans thought hatchbacks, however sporty looking, were too
much like utilitarian station wagons; they also preferred the security of a lockable trunk over a
hatchback's more-exposed cargo area. Interestingly, the notchback coupe proved quite a hit in
Japan, partly because it was built only at Honda's Ohio plant and thus had a certain "foreign
mystique" that locally produced Accords did not. Honda had always planned to export this body
style from the U. What it didn't count on was the high demand among trendy Japanese youth for
American-built Accords with left-hand drive, not the right-hand-drive conversions that would
normally be sent to that market. Every Honda Accord received subtle styling changes, plus
structural reinforcements intended to improve driving feel and quietness. Sedans added
height-adjustable front shoulder-belt anchors. Last but not least, LXi models upped their
fun-to-drive factor by adding 10 horsepower for in all, plus a firmer suspension with larger front
and rear anti-roll bars, inch alloy wheels to replace 13s, and higher-performance tires. The
return of a plush SEi sedan was the highlight for the Honda Accord. As in , it signaled the end of
one design generation and the imminent arrival of the next. This year's SEi was basically an LXi

sedan gilded with standard leather upholstery and a high-power Bose-brand stereo system. The
third-generation Accord would be a tough act to follow. Consumer Guide in termed it "the class
of the compact class Attractions include decent room for four, adequate cargo space, a
comfortable driving position, superb outward vision, exemplary workmanship and good fuel
economy Though strong resale value and high marks for reliability sooth some of the sticker
shock, the Accord is still pricey for a compact. Part of the problem stems from rapid price
escalation But mostly, high demand for a very good car makes it a seller's market for Accords.
That situation would change somewhat in later years, but not as much as the car itself. See the
next page to learn more about the evolution of the Accord. Prev NEXT. Get expert analysis of
thousands of used cars over the past decade at Consumer Guide's Used Car Reviews. You've
found the vehicle you want to buy, but only a Vehicle History Report can tell you if the odometer
is accurate, if it's received any safety recall repairs, and a host of other essential information.
Find out why, and learn about our other top new-car values. Shopping for a hybrid car? Click
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